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Adaptive management:  more 

than window dressing? 
• The core of decision theory is evaluating the  support data 

provide for competing models  and evaluating alternative 

actions across the range of competing models 

• In active adaptive management you experimentally 

manipulate the system to inform models  

• In passive adaptive management you update the models as 

data accumulate over time and your decisions depend on 

data that have been collected 

• In non-adaptive management you chose a policy based on 

your best knowledge at the time of the decision and you 

assume no information collected in the future will alter 

your decisions 



The core of any policy evaluation 

must be life cycle models 



Life cycle models 

• Move fish through their life history 

• Survival from one stage to the next depends 

on environmental conditions   

– and human actions such as flow regulation, 

harvest, etc. 

• The uncertainties are primarily associated 

with how different factors affect survival 

and the intensity of that effect 
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Role of life cycle models: 

Measuring uncertainty 

• A range of alternative models is considered 

• At any point in time, the support the data 

provide for alternative models is measured 

• Result is the degree of belief in each 

competing hypothesis 



Control Rules are central to 

decision making 

• Management actions are taken in relation to 

data collected such as fish surveys or 

environmental conditions 

 



Role of life cycle models: 

designing control rules 

• A range of alternative models (hypotheses) are 

formulated 

• Potential control rules are evaluated and 

consequences under each alternative model is 

calculated 

• The output of such evaluation is a range of 

indicators that reflect the multi-objective nature of 

the management problem 

• The choice of which control rule to use is not a 

scientific issue:  it is a political one 



Management procedure 

evaluation 

• How would the total system would behave 

if different hypotheses are true? 

• These hypotheses are different life history 

models 

• Elements of the system are 

– control rules,   

– data collection systems, and  

– evaluation methods 
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Questions to ask about proposed 

management actions: adaptive or 

non-adaptive 
• Has their outcome been evaluated 

quantitatively using models? 

• Has their outcome been evaluated across a 

range of life history models that represent 

the uncertainty? 

• Has a range of alternative control rules been 

evaluated? 

• Even if you are not adaptive, you have to 

use models to evaluate alternative policies 



Finding common ground among 

scientists 



NCEAS working group: Finding common 

ground in marine conservation and 

management 



All fish gone 

by 2048  



Critiques by Hilborn,  Methot Murawski and Tromble,  

Branch, and many others 

 

“Mind boggling stupid”   



Steps taken 

• Conversation between Hilborn and Worm 

• Identify objective “understand what 

abundance data tell us about trends in 

abundance and status” 

• Assemble a team representing a range of 

perspectives 

• Identify data that will be used 



Lessons: Objectives 

• Must be scientific, not policy 

• Relatively specific focus, and carefully 

identified  



Lessons:  participants 

• Be representative of different perspectives 

• Do not include “dominant personalities” 

• Large contingent of young post-docs who 

will actually do the work and are not closely 

identified with past publication 



Lessons:  data 

• Data must be the focus of the work 

• Assembly of a public data base available for 

everyone to explore 

• Make this data base available for all 

members of the team to explore 



Summary 

• Models are essential components of 

management under uncertainty 

• Achieving scientific consensus is possible if 

the structure of the process is properly 

defined. 


